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Agenda

Good afternoon, everyone, and thank you for taking time out of your busy schedules to

join us.I am Shin Shibata, CEO of Net Protections Holdings.I would like to begin the

financial results presentation for the second quarter of the fiscal year ending March 31,

2023.

This is today’s agenda. I will start by giving you a profile of the company and some

business highlights, after which I will discuss our second-quarter financial results.　

Finally, I will provide you with our revised earnings forecasts and an explanation of our

growth strategy.



Mission

We truly respect our management philosophy, and has set up the mission to “Create

New Standard.”

What makes us unique is that we also want to create a new standard not only for our

business, but also for our organization,

and as part of that, we have adopted “teal organization,” which is quite unusual for a

listed company.



Business Overview: Performance for the Fiscal Year
Ended March 31, 2022 (Transactions & Merchants)

Since our foundation, we have steadily increased the number of merchants, and our

services are used in various BtoC, BtoB, and overseas settings.



Business Overview: A BNPL Service Provider with
No.1 Market Share for Both BtoC and BtoB

We provide five services, which are all “Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL)” services. Both

NP Atobarai, a BtoC service, and NP Kakebarai, a BtoB service, boast the number-one

shares of their respective payment services markets.

We aim to establish our position as a comprehensive BNPL service provider by

developing and offering services that fit in each of the markets. Our vision is to become

a payment infrastructure provider offering BNPL services that users can use anytime

and anywhere.



Business Overview: Value Proposition of Each BNPL
Service

Moving on, I will explain our value proposition of each service.

NP Atobarai, atone, and AFTEE are services that mainly satisfy the needs of users.

These offer a safe and secure means of payment because purchasers do not need a

credit card, so there is no risk of information being divulged, and because payment is

only made after confirming receipt of the product.

Furthermore, NP Atobarai and atone are the only BNPL services that award points to

users, making them a more attractive way of buying now and paying later.

NP Atobarai air and NP Kakebarai are services that mainly meet the needs of

merchants.

They are Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) services that allow merchants to

outsource the entire billing process, from credit screening to the issuance of invoices

and payment reminders.

Merchants have adopted our BNPL services because they take away the burden and

stress of cash collection and accounting.



With BNPL services, there is always a risk of delinquency, or nonpayment, but with all

our services it is us that assumes nonpayment risk.

Business Overview: Positioning of Our BNPL
Services versus Overseas BNPL Services

Our BNPL services allow users to pay for their purchases in a lump sum at a later date.

Users span a broad range of generations, and they use the services as a safe and secure

payment method that allows them to manage their cash and prevent their credit card

information from being leaked.

With overseas BNPL services, on the other hand, users make payments on an

installment basis. As their main users are young adults, the overseas BNPL services are

used as financial services for cash management.

Recently, the media reported risks of BNPL service providers seeing their earnings

deteriorate as a result of higher interest rates and of tightening regulations driven by

concern that BNPL services may lead to excessive debt.



But these stories concern overseas BNPL firms that provide an installment payment

plan to the younger generation, and therefore not relevant to our services.

Furthermore, through the Japan BNPL Association, of which I am chairman and whose

membership comprises eight major domestic BNPL service providers, we communicate

as necessary with the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and other central

government ministries and agencies, and endeavor to ensure the sector as a whole

offers services in a proper manner.

Competitive Advantages: High Credit Approval Rate
and Low Delinquency Rate

Our approval rate is the biggest source of competitive advantage for our services.

We have a high approval rate of 97% while achieving a low delinquency rate. Our

approval rate is one of the highest in the industry, and achieved through knowhow

accumulated over the past 20 years.

Combining big data with AI technology, we are able to make speedy yet sophisticated

credit approval decisions.



Many businesses are using our services because of this high approval rate, which truly

sets us apart from our competitors.

Business Metrics: GMV

Drawing on our BtoC credit approval knowhow, we have swiftly achieved low levels of

delinquency even with BtoB.

And the delinquency rate for BtoB has improved further to 0.49%, dropping below 0.5%.



Competitive Advantages: Balance Sheet with Low
Working Capital

Another competitive advantage of our business is that we have achieved a balance sheet

with low working capital.

NP Atobarai users have to pay within 14 days, while we pay the merchants weekly,

once a month, or twice a month, so a balance is maintained over the short term.

In other words, our financial situation is not affected by the current phase of rising

interest rates, as we do not need to borrow money.

By controlling payment deadlines in this way, we can hedge our balance-sheet risk, and

this can be said to be one of our strengths.



Business Highlights

Moving on, let me share with you the key highlights of our financial results.



Business Metrics: Highlights (1H)

Cumulative GMV for the first half of the fiscal year ending March 31, 2023 was 240.1

billion yen, increasing 4.9% year on year.

Total operating revenue climbed 0.2% to 9.23 billion yen, while gross profit slipped 3.4%

to 3.67 billion yen.

This was mainly due to an increase in the percentage of GMV of the BtoB business,

which has a lower ratio of operating revenue to GMV than the BtoC business.



Business Metrics: GMV (Quarterly Changes in Group
Total GMV)

Group total GMV for the second quarter alone was 121.4 billion yen, rising 4.6% year on

year.

Breaking that down, the figure for BtoC was 88.7 billion yen, while that for BtoB was

32.7 billion yen.

BtoB, our main business, continued to grow strongly at 40.1% year on year, and reached

a share of around 27% of Group total GMV.



Business Metrics: BtoC GMV (2Q Trend)

GMV of the BtoC business for the second quarter dipped 4.4% year on year to 88.7

billion yen.

We estimate the impact of amendments to the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices, or

PMD Act, to have been 8.38 billion yen, so we are still impacted by the amendments.

However, compared to the impact of 9.81 billion yen in the first quarter, the figure for

the second quarter was 8.38 billion yen, so we expect to see a gradual recovery going

forward.

In September, at the request of the Japan Franchise Association and eight convenience

store companies, we allowed them to raise the charge for bill collection by 35 yen per

invoice. However, thanks to the efforts of merchants, only few shops passed the

increase on to users, so the impact was limited.



Business Metrics: BtoB GMV (2Q Trend)

This slide shows the trend of GMV for BtoB.GMV for the second quarter was 32.7 billion

yen, increasing 40.1% year on year. In the first quarter, the rate of growth was 31.7%,

so the pace of growth has further accelerated.

The sectors positively affected by the resumption of economic activity performed

especially well, with GMV soaring by 87.7% in food wholesale and a whopping 235.3% in

advertising and advertising production, which was mainly due to the posting of

help-wanted ads by restaurants and bars.



Track Record: Service Implementation Status in
Target Markets (1Q–2Q)

Here are just some of the merchants that newly introduced our services during the

second quarter.

Our services were introduced by players from a broad range of sectors, such as BtoC

home-visit services, overseas, and BtoB segments.



Financial Results: Trend of Operating Revenue,
Gross Profit, and Adjusted EBITDA

Now I will hand over to CFO Watanabe, who will talk in more detail on our financial

results for the six months ended September 30, 2022.



Financial Results: For the Six Months Ended
September 30, 2022

GMV for the first half climbed 4.9% year on year to 240,189 million yen.

Total operating revenue edged up 0.2% to 9,234 million yen, and gross profit slipped

3.4% to 3,671 million yen.

First, I will discuss total operating revenue.

In the second quarter, there were factors that both negatively and positively impacted

the ratio of total operating revenue to GMV.

There were two negative factors.

The first is that BtoB’s share of GMV increased by 6% year on year.

In the BtoB business, the ratio of operating revenue to GMV appears to be lower than it

is in the BtoC business.

The second is that for BtoC and BtoB services, the share of GMV of existing large

merchants with lower commission fee rates rose.

In other words, it was due not to the overall commission fee rate declining, but rather to

the share of operating revenue.



As for positive factors, in conjunction with the increase in collection agency service fee

from September, commission fees have been passed on to merchants.

However, because costs increase by around the same amount, there is no impact on

gross profit.

Next, I will talk about operating profit.

Operating profit ended in the black in the first half as a result of postponing measures

to strengthen marketing, including advertising, to the second half, having initially

planned it for the first half.

Later, I will provide you with a breakdown of our selling, general and administrative

expenses.

Now I will discuss the trend of gross profit and adjusted EBITDA, which is shown on the

next slide.



Financial Results: Total Operating Revenue, Gross
Profit, and Adjusted EBITDA (1H)

This is the trend of total operating revenue, gross profit, and adjusted EBITDA.

I have already explained our total operating revenue, so I will begin with a discussion of

gross profit.

Gross profit did not rise year on year by as much as total operating revenue, but as I

have already explained,

one of the reasons for this was that the BtoB share of group total GMV and the GMV

share of existing large merchants increased, causing the absolute figure of total

operating revenue to drop.

Another reason was that the allowance for doubtful accounts was increased as there

have been some changes in the collecting status of receivables under collection in BtoB

services.

In the first quarter, the allowance for doubtful accounts for BtoC services was increased

temporarily, and we regard this as also being a transient phenomenon.



Regarding adjusted EBITDA, the drop was due to an increase in SG&A expenses as a

result of expanding our salesforce with the aim of responding to the increase in deals

resulting from our strengthening of marketing and alliances.

Moving on, I will go over the figures for each business.



Financial Results: Breakdown of Total Operating
Revenue and Gross Profit by BtoC/BtoB (1H Trend)

Here is a breakdown of total operating revenue and gross profit.

BtoB accounted for 14.9% of total operating revenue and 22.6% of gross profit.

Thanks to the growth of the BtoB business, the second pillar of our services, you can

see that the weight of the BtoB business has risen.

We are going to continue to focus on the BtoB business as the market has great

potential.



Financial Results: Analysis of Year-on-Year Change
in SG&A Expenses (1H)

Next, I will discuss SG&A expenses.

During this fiscal year, we are investing heavily in marketing and reinforcing our sales

structure.In terms of strengthening our sales and IT human resources, recruitment has

been going according to plan, helped by the enhancement of the Company’s profile

that the IPO brought about.

As for marketing expenses, we have kept the rise beneath expectations.This is because

we were careful in verifying the effectiveness of our marketing investment, and we are

planning to boost the amount of investment in the third quarter, having already

completed the preparations.

I will give you details of our marketing investment later.



Revisions to Earnings Forecasts

Now, I will tell you about the revisions to our full-year earnings forecasts.



Revisions to Earnings Forecasts: Summary

In light of our performance in the first half, we have decided to amend our full-year

earnings forecasts.

Having revised downward the forecast for GMV for the BtoC business, forecasts for

line-item profits have been altered accordingly.

Specifically, we have made downward revisions from our initial guidance of 8% to

496,200 million yen for GMV, 9.5% to 19,390 million yen for total operating revenue,

and 12.4% to 7,290 million yen for gross profit.



Revisions to Earnings Forecasts: GMV

Here are details of the background to the revisions.

In our BtoC business, the beauty and health category, which accounts for around 60% of

GMV, was affected by the August 2021 amendments to the PMD Act. This impact was

also factored into our initial guidance, and the situation has been improving recently,

but the effects are lingering longer than expected. We realized that they would continue

throughout the year to March 2023, and have therefore decided to revise our forecasts

at this juncture.

In addition, while we have been doing well with signing contracts with new merchants,

it will take some time to develop the systems and put them into operation, so the start

date for transactions has been pushed back. This was another factor we took into

account when revising our forecasts. However, the downward effect on GMV of the

increase in fees for collection agency services has been within the range that we

initially anticipated.



Note that regarding the BtoB business, performance in the first half exceeded the initial

guidance, but we have conservatively maintained the forecast at 130.0 billion yen.

Revisions to Earnings Forecasts: Growth Investment

As for SG&A expenses, we plan to continue investing aggressively.

We have succeeded in generating sufficient gross profit and will be able to turn a profit

as long as we control SG&A.

Nevertheless, the market is large, and we can still expand our share, so by continuing to

invest in marketing, IT, and sales structure, we will be aiming to maximize our future

profits.

We will make a decision on the amount of investment next term and beyond after

comprehensively taking into account various factors, such as the verified impact of

investment this term and our operating environment.



Reference: Order Backlog (Estimated GMV of Newly
Signed Contracts That Will Have Started by Sep
2023)

Finally, for reference purposes, I will discuss our order backlog.

This is the projected GMV from confirmed launches within the next year, so as of the

end of the second quarter,we are expecting an increase of around 6.0 billion yen per

month.

In other words, it is certain that GMV will climb by approximately 15% from the level

just recorded in September 2022.

We are confident that we can get back on the path to growth next term.

We have also signed numerous contracts for which the launch dates have yet to be

confirmed, so we can aim to go even higher.

Although we regret being able to meet everyone’s expectations with our performance

recently, the growth momentum has been strengthened without a doubt, and we are

committed to keep working to grow our business.



Growth Strategy

CEO Shibata will explain our growth strategy.



Growth Strategy: TAM Covering Both E-commerce
and Offline Markets

Our primary strategy is to increase our market share and to expand our services into

new markets. We are expanding the provision of our services in new fields such as

digital content, non-merchandise sales of e-commerce and TV home shopping,

overseas, and BtoB.

Also, we have been introducing our services mainly in the area of home-visit service for

installation and repair of residential equipment such as gas and hot water heaters. We

expect this market to grow as a new market with high potential.

By expanding the domains and regions in which we do business in this way, and digging

deeper into each, we will deliver high growth through both lateral and vertical business

development.



Growth Strategy: Medium-Term Business Plan

Under our medium-term business plan, we are aiming for GMV growth to 1.2 to 1.6

trillion yen in the fiscal year ending March 31, 2026,

and have positioned this fiscal year as one for strengthening our foothold for

establishing growth momentum.

We will be using the funds procured from our listing for marketing and strengthening

our structure, with the goal of achieving high growth from the fiscal year ending March

31, 2024 onwards.

In particular, we intend to make the BtoB business the second pillar through constant

growth of 30% or more.



Growth Strategy: Key Measures

We have three key measures for GMV growth.

For strengthening our marketing activities, we will be investing aggressively in growing

businesses.

We are going to focus on two services: NP Kakebarai (BtoB) and AFTEE (Taiwan).

For alliance, we are going to partnership with major platform businesses to build up our

value chain.

We are also going to drive digital transformation in billing operations through

partnerships with regional banks.

Lastly, we will efficiently accelerate the introduction of NP Atobarai and atone by

collaborating with shopping cart providers and PSP.



Growth Strategy: Marketing Activities (Increase in
Numbers of Inquiries and Sales Negotiations
Referred by Partners)

This slide compares the number of online inquiries and the number of sales negotiations

referred by alliance partners, which are leading indicators for GMV, with the same

period last year.

The number of sales negotiations referred by alliance partners increased sharply by

48.8% year on year, 20.8% higher than the rise recorded in the first quarter.



Growth Strategy: Marketing Activities (Increase in
Numbers of Sales Negotiations)

Lots of sales negotiations are also going on.

The number of sales negotiations is a leading indicator that directly correlates with

future GMV, and it increased by 47.6% year on year.

Because our hiring of sales personnel is progressing as planned, we are able to handle

the rises in both the number of inquiries and the number of sales negotiations.



Growth Strategy: Marketing Activities (Status of
Progress)

Now I will discuss progress with our mass-market promotion of BtoB, for which the

investment amount is large.

According to our own research, only 10% of the market is aware of our brand, so our

analysis is that we haven’t yet fully captured the customer segment that we have the

potential to capture.

We will therefore be strategically investing in mass-advertising so as to establish an

advantageous market position ahead of our rivals.

The plan had been to roll out a full-scale advertising campaign in the Tokyo and Kansai

areas in the second quarter, but we decided to limit our advertising volume in order to

more carefully test the creative aspect of the ad, and we have just launched a full-scale

campaign since November.

Even so, the TV commercials we ran in July and August have already caused site

visitors to jump by 2.8 times, so we expect the TV commercials currently being

broadcast to produce even more results.



Growth Strategy: Alliance (Moving from Payment
Support to Business Support with Partners)

Next is our alliance strategy.

By forging partnerships not only in the payment domain, but also with providers of

services that are essential for the business activities of merchants, such as sales

promotion support and sales system development,

we will be expanding our sales/support network.

Our sales network has been expanding further recently, as we have inked a business

tie-up with UC Card.



Growth Strategy: Alliance (Reinforcing Promotion of
BNPL Services through Comprehensive Merchant
Agreement with JCB)

And on November 14, we issued a press release announcing a comprehensive business

alliance with JCB.

With some time in 2023 as the start date, JCB sales staff will be able to sell our services

directly.

By tapping into JCB’s sales resources to cope with the rapidly increasing number of

deals originating from introductions, we hope to quicken the pace of capturing new

merchants.



Growth Strategy: Alliance (Strengthening Collaboration
in Business with Regional and Shinkin Banks and
Marketing Structure)

As we forge business partnerships with regional financial institutions and Shinkin

banks, we will also be strengthening our local salesforces.

A pressing task for regional corporations is to enhance operational efficiency, as they

are faced with challenges such as a shortage of personnel.

And this is especially true in the area of invoicing, so this initiative will facilitate DX

through the use of our services.

Although we have succeeded in concluding business alliances with regional financial

institutions recently, and we are doing more and more important deals following

introductions, an issue for us was that we could not approach potential customers to an

adequate extent because our sales office is in Tokyo alone.

We are therefore moving to make our sales activities more efficient by steadily putting

together structures in areas in which our partners are located.



In Hokkaido, where we have an alliance with North Pacific Bank, we have already

started selling, and impressions are good. Going forward, we will be expanding sales

from offices as we make progress with forging partnerships.

Growth Strategy: Common Interface (Improving
Share in Payment Market through Collaboration with
Other Service Providers)

A common interface integrates the NP Atobarai and atone system specifications,

enabling merchants to offer both services with the development of a single system.

We will collaborate with shopping cart vendors and payment service providers to expand

our share of the payment market in the future by promoting the use of atone by

merchants that have already introduced NP Atobarai.

Just this October, we have linked up our system with that of Eltex, a firm that provides

integrated packages for EC and mail order.



Growth Strategy: Common Interface (atone’s New
Function, BNPL without Sign Up)

Finally, I would like to explain a new feature of atone.

atone is a membership-based BNPL service that offers a better user experience than

NP Atobarai

because payment can be made by the following month for all the month’s purchases

and because points are awarded.

That being said, users tend to be averse to signing up for their first time visiting online

stores.

So in the spring of 2023, we are going to release a new feature that allows customers to

use atone without sign up.

With this new feature, merchants will be able to enjoy higher conversion rate by

acquiring new customers who are not willing to pay with a credit card.

And if they decide to register, they will be able to use atone with greater convenience

and more economic benefits,

which will lead to the increase of the retention rate of existing customers.



In conclusion, atone will be a payment solution that lifts sales by increasing first-time

BNPL users with no sign up feature,

and boosting retention rate with membership benefits.

Reference: Specification of atone’s New Function,
BNPL without Sign Up)

This slide presents detailed specifications of the new service.

The new feature makes atone much easier to use for first-time users because it does

not require any registration.

However, users have to pay for each purchase and they can only use limited features.

Users can consolidate their purchases in the same month and pay in the following

month,and direct debit is also available

like a credit card if they register. In addition, members can use atone at over 150,000

offline stores and points are awarded only for members.

We have received more requests from e-commerce business operators than before, so

we expect to see further increases in new service introductions.



And that brings our results announcement for the second quarter of the fiscal year

ending March 31, 2023 to an end.

Thank you for your attention.

Subscribe to our IR Newsletter



Disclaimer
● This document was prepared by Net Protections Holdings, Inc. (referred to as the

“Company” or “we” herein) solely for informational purposes. This document

does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security

of the Company in the United States, Japan or any other jurisdiction.

● This document contains forward-looking statements, which reflect the

Company's assumptions and outlook for the future and estimates based on

information available to the Company and the Company's plans and expectations

as of the date of this document or other date indicated.

● Please note that significant differences between the forecasts and other

forward-looking statements and actual results may arise due to various factors.

● Accordingly, readers are cautioned against placing undue reliance on any such

forward-looking statements.

● The Company has no obligation to update or revise any information contained in

this document based on any subsequent developments except as required by

applicable law or stock exchange rules and regulations.


